In the name I AM THAT I AM, my beloved Holy Christ/Buddha Self and Holy Christ/Buddha Selves of all lightbearers throughout cosmos, beloved Divine Director, Micah, Arcturus and Victoria, Afra, The Spirit of Ghana, Madiba, Saint Germain and Portia, Lady Adelphia, Lady Violette, Lady Euníce, Lady Angelica, Lady Eleisha, Lady Louisa, Lady Buddhi Ma, Lady Valeria, Mother Maathai, Lady Marchette, Master Earnest, Sam McGill, Charity, Surya and Cuzco, Lanello, Clare de Lis, K-17, Kali and all true messengers of God, all ascended and cosmic beings, legions of angels and archangels, Elohim, Buddhas and bodhisattvas of heaven, gnomes, undines, sylphs and salamanders, I pray:

1. O blaze through us, blest Afra dear,
   Great streams of brotherhood
   We quicken mankind’s hearts with love,
   We resurrect the good.
   Impart engrams of sacred fire
   Through heart and head and hand.
   O blessed Micah, unify us
   All throughout the land.

Refrain: Now blaze through us
Your violet-laser light, O Afra dear.
Renew the hearts of all mankind;
God’s Presence we revere.

2. We are now masters, Afra,
   Of the flame you bear so well.
   We charge the atoms of the Earth;
   They glow and spin and swell.
   With violet-laser light transmuting
   All to light, O Lord,
   Dissolve, consume forever
   All that’s less than thy blest Word.
Refrain: Now blaze through us
Your violet-laser light, O Afra dear.
Renew the hearts of all mankind;
God’s Presence we revere.

3. We thank you, blessed Afra,
For the love you now bestow.
Through violet, pink and purple hue
Our atoms spin and glow.
We now create momentums that
Increase our flow of joy.
These are new alchemies that we
With Saint Germain employ.

In the fullness of your cosmic joy, we accept this prayer
manifest here and now with full love, wisdom and power, anchored
in the earth, air, fire, water and ether and tangibly manifest in our
lives and in the lives of all evolutions of light throughout cosmos!

Om Mani Padme Hum  AUM